The Great Reversal: Paying Attention
Pastor John Rosensteel

Big Idea:

Love is paying attention to people in our path.

Purpose:

To challenge followers of Jesus to pay attention to people in their path.

Passage:

Luke 8:40-56

Opening
Chelsea Conversation

-Chelsea has been on staff for almost six years. I think you started when you were around
20. In that time, you have grown remarkably as a pastor, leader and follower of Jesus. One
of our primary goals at New Hope is to develop people to serve in the Kingdom of God.
We have all had the privilege of being part of Chelsea’s development as God has prepared
her for this next mission. She would not be prepared to take this next job as Director of
Operations at Imago Dei Eastside if not for her time at New Hope. Chelsea has been
wrestling with her next steps for several years now. She invited me into that journey over
this last stretch. I am grateful she has discovered what that next step is. Chelsea, I am
proud of your courage as you step out in faith. Thank you for how well you have served
our church. We would not be the church we are without you.
-We must remember that New Hope is part of the bigger church in the Portland Metro
Area. For a hot second I considered just telling Imago that Chelsea would be a horrible
hire when they called for a reference. But I could never do that. We are for the Church in
Portland. We want to see it flourish. I am good friends with many of the pastors and
leaders at Imago Dei. I love their church and I am confident Chelsea will help Imago East
grow in their ability to be a flourishing church in the eastern part of our city.
-I recognize that leavings are sad especially in a season with so much transition and
change in our world and in our lives. It is o.k. to lament. Chelsea has been lamenting a bit.
This is bittersweet for me as well. Chelsea is my friend and we have led our church though
lots of crazy stuff these last six years. I would challenge you to use your lament as a
catalyst to pray for Chelsea and to pray for the next worship pastor at New Hope. I have
been here for 7 years and our church has never been healthier. God has been preparing
someone awesome to fill Chelsea’s very large shoes. And Chelsea has promised she will
come back and lead us in worship a few times over this next season. We are very hopeful
for the future.
-Pray for Chelsea and family. Pray for New Hope.

Struggling To Pay Attention

-On a scale of 1-10, how well do you pay attention? (1 being someone could literally rob
your home while you were watching TV and you would miss it all. 10 being you are the
next Sherlock Holmes.) How well do you pay attention? If you want the true answer, ask
your family or close friends. Most of us will probably not like the answer we get.
-Our attention is actually one of the most valuable things we possess. I came across an
article a few years back called Love in an Age of Information Overload by a writer named
Philip Johnston. It so captivated me that I send it to our entire staff and had them read it.
We gathered to discuss it.
-The author argues that we live in a digital age dominated by what he calls attention
economy. Our world is filled with things clamoring for our attention. Indeed, the powers
that be see our attention as a commodity. Our attention is the modern cash crop.
Everywhere we look there are attention merchants who put forth a product for free or low
cost so that they can harvest our attention and sell it to someone else. Our attention is a
precious resource.
In the 19th century the first attention merchants were newspapers. Now the attention
merchants seem to congregate in Silicon Valley. Companies like Facebook and Google
exist to offer free services to harvest our attention so they can sell it to someone else. And
they are really good at harvesting our attention. Some of the largest and richest
companies in the world are devoted to harvesting our attention for profit. And they are
masters at it. This is the result of thousands of hours of careful psychological research and
data gathering that reveal what colors, sounds, images and notifications have the highest
odds capturing our attention.
-Our attention is valuable to big tech. It is also valuable to
the people in our lives. Paying attention is literally the key
to loving other people. And yet we increasingly struggle to
pay attention. A Microsoft study has revealed that since
2000, the start of the digital revolution, our average
attention span has dropped from 12 seconds to 8 seconds.
Wait… (count to 8), that’s it. That’s how long most of us
are able to pay attention. Your average goldfish can pay
attention for 9 seconds. We will have more success having
a sustained conversation with a goldfish than most
humans. Thankfully Jesus did not have issues with paying
attention. In fact, Jesus was a master of paying attention.
Series/Review

-We are in the middle of a series on the Gospel of Luke called The Great Reversal. Luke
portrays Jesus as someone who is continually turning things inside-out and upside-down.
We cannot truly encounter Jesus and stay the same. Andrea will be reading our Scripture
today. Remember to respond – thanks be to God…

Public Reading: Luke 8:40-48

Now when Jesus returned, a crowd welcomed him, for they were all expecting
him. Then a man named Jairus, a synagogue leader, came and fell at Jesus’
feet, pleading with him to come to his house because his only daughter, a girl
of about twelve, was dying.
As Jesus was on his way, the crowds almost crushed him. And a woman was
there who had been subject to bleeding for twelve years, but no one could
heal her. She came up behind him and touched the edge of his cloak, and
immediately her bleeding stopped.
“Who touched me?” Jesus asked.
When they all denied it, Peter said, “Master, the people are crowding and
pressing against you.” But Jesus said, “Someone touched me; I know that
power has gone out from me.”
Then the woman, seeing that she could not go unnoticed, came trembling and
fell at his feet. In the presence of all the people, she told why she had touched
him and how she had been instantly healed.
Then he said to her, “Daughter, your faith has healed you. Go in peace.”
The Invisible Woman (Luke 8:40-48)
Jairus’ Request (40-42)

-This is the only miracle story of Jesus that is woven together with another miracle story.
This was a well-known rhetorical device of embedding one story within another. This
interwoven miracle story is also found in Matthew and Mark. There is something the
gospel writers want us to discover by weaving these stories together. Let’s discuss the
portion of our interwoven story that was just read. We will discuss the conclusion of the
story in a few minutes.
-Luke tells us Jesus is surrounded by a crowd. This was normal at this stage of Jesus’
ministry. I call it the rock star stage of Jesus’ ministry. Jesus was healing numerous people,
teaching with power, and there were rumors He could be the One. Everyone wanted a
piece of Jesus.
-Jairus approaches Jesus. Luke tells us Jairus
was a synagogue leader. The scene probably
happens in Capernaum. Here is a picture of
the synagogue in Capernaum. It was a new
synagogue. Archeologists have uncovered
some of the original floor from the 1st century.
Our scene could have happened right here.
A synagogue was like the local church for
Jewish people. The term Luke uses for Jairus
combined with the term Mark uses suggests

he was a main elder in the synagogue. He was likely involved in arranging services and the
order for worship. A main elder in a local synagogue would have played an important
leadership role in the community. The fact that Luke gives his name tells us that his
readers would have been familiar with Jairus. It is also a way gospel writers list their
eyewitnesses. If you don’t believe me, go ask Jairus.
-Luke tells us this important and powerful man fell at Jesus’ feet. This is not something
powerful men normally did. Jairus was desperate. He was throwing himself upon the
mercy of Jesus. Why was Jairus desperate? His daughter, his only daughter, who was 12,
was on the brink of death. A normal 12-year-old girl in this day would have been preparing
for betrothal. It is likely she already had a husband arranged for her. All those hopes and
dreams were evaporating.
-Jesus is moved by the man’s faith and sets out to make things right. On His way, He gets
sidetracked. Luke tells us that the crowds almost crushed Jesus. The Greek word could
also mean choked. In this day, cities were small and compact. Roadways were cramped.
Lots of people were crowding around Jesus. It would be like standing in a packed venue
to watch a concert or a sporting event, or being stuffed into a full elevator. I realize most
of us haven’t experienced that in a few years, but I bet you have experienced it at some
point. The word Luke uses suggests an unruly crowd, almost like a mob. But they are not a
mob bent on destruction. They are a mob eager to see what Jesus will do next.
A Woman Is Healed (43-44)

-Luke introduces a new character into our story. He tells us there is a woman present on
the fringes of the mob who had been subject to bleeding for 12 years and no one could
heal her. He is most likely describing some sort of uterine hemorrhage. This would have
meant the woman was continuously ‘unclean’. She would not have been able to worship in
the Temple or synagogue. She would not be able to touch or eat with others because she
would make them unclean. She would have been cut off from most social and religious
life. This woman would have been known in the community as well, but for far different
reasons than Jairus. Our two main characters could not be more different – a male
synagogue worship leader and perpetually unclean woman.
But the two women in the story do share a connection. Jairus’ daughter was 12 and about
to die. The woman had been bleeding for 12 years and was cut off from life. For both of
them, Jesus was their only hope.
-It is not like the woman hadn’t tried everything to get well. Mark tells us she had suffered
at the hands of physicians and spent all her money but to no avail. In that day these sorts
of conditions were treated with wine mixed with rubber or wine mixed with onions or
garden crocuses. Suffer she did.
-The woman decides to approach Jesus from behind. Perhaps she is scared to approach
the acclaimed rabbi in her unclean state. Her plan was simply to touch Jesus. She had
heard how this Man’s touch had caused blind people to see and lame people to walk.
Certainly, His touch could heal her. The woman is trying to touch Jesus in a crowd while
being inconspicuous. I picture her getting a running start and diving for Jesus.

-Luke tells us she touched the edge of Jesus’ cloak and was immediately healed. This
could mean she just touched the edge of His garment. Or it could mean she touched one
of the four tassels that hung from the corners of Jesus’ outer garment which would have
been standard for rabbis in Jesus’ day. The woman was right. She touched Jesus and was
completely healed.
Jesus Stops for The Woman (45-48)

-Her plan had gone perfectly—except for one small but significant detail. Jesus knew what
had happened. Jesus stops in his tracks. This would have been startling for everyone,
especially Jairus, as Jesus was supposedly hurrying to save the life of his daughter. Jesus
was the paramedic on the way to a cardiac arrest. He wasn’t supposed to stop for
anything or anyone.
Jesus then asks a strange question: “Who touched me?” This was a nonsensical question.
It would be like someone in a mosh pit or someone who had stormed the field after an
epic victory saying who touched me? Peter is the disciple who says what everyone is
thinking. Peter essentially turns to Jesus and says really? That’s my translation of the
Greek. Really? Who is touching you? Everyone is touching you!
Peter tells Jesus the crowd is pressing against him. He uses a word that also used for
being jailed. Jesus, we are boxed in here, everyone is touching us. How can you ask ‘Who
touched me?’ Jesus explains that He felt power go out of Him. Jesus was being touched
by a ton of people, but someone had touched Him in faith.
-Then the woman knew the gig was up. The crowd parted and she fell at Jesus’ feet. The
crowd gasped because this woman was an outcast. She would have been viewed like
people who had AIDS were viewed before we knew how people were infected. She could
sense the judgment. She was scared Jesus would treat her the same way. She was
frightened she had made Jesus unclean. Luke tells us she is trembling.
But she did not know that Jesus doesn’t evoke fear—Jesus calms fear. The woman
explains her intent. And Jesus breaks into a big smile and I like to think emits a hearty
laugh as He embraces the woman. Jesus calls her daughter. He tells her that her faith has
healed her. Note that faith involves action. She had to dive. And then Jesus sends her off
with Shalom. All is now well with this woman. Jesus has brought her back to life.
The Religious Leader—Luke 8:49-53

-Let’s return to finish the story of Jairus and his dying daughter. We’ll pick up the story in
Luke 8:49:
While Jesus was still speaking, someone came from the house of Jairus, the
synagogue leader. “Your daughter is dead,” he said. “Don’t bother the teacher
anymore.” Hearing this, Jesus said to Jairus, “Don’t be afraid; just believe, and
she will be healed.”

When he arrived at the house of Jairus, he did not let anyone go in with him
except Peter, John and James, and the child’s father and mother. Meanwhile,
all the people were wailing and mourning for her.
“Stop wailing,” Jesus said. “She is not dead but asleep.” They laughed at him,
knowing that she was dead. But he took her by the hand and said, “My child,
get up!” Her spirit returned, and at once she stood up. Then Jesus told them to
give her something to eat. Her parents were astonished, but he ordered them
not to tell anyone what had happened. (Luke 8:49-53)
A Dead Girl (49-50)

-Jesus’ choice to stop for the woman was costly. As Jesus was addressing the woman, a
messenger from Jairus’ household arrived to tell Jairus his daughter had died. He assumed
Jesus would no longer be needed. They lived in a world where death was the end. They
clearly didn’t know who Jesus really was.
Jesus turns to a grief-stricken Jairus and tells him not to be afraid. This is one of the most
repeated commands in all of Scripture—do not fear. It is repeated 365 times. It is
interesting that Jesus presents faith as the antidote to fear. Remember that faith is not
stepping in front of a bus and trusting God to save us. Faith is reasonable.
In this instance Jesus was telling Jairus to have faith that He would do what He said He
would do. When we are afraid, we can trust God to be God. Jesus was asking Jairus to
display the same faith that the woman had just displayed. Jesus was asking Jairus to
believe that He was greater than death. In fairness to Jairus, that was a bold invitation. I
struggle to trust God with small things each day. In a similar situation, how would we have
responded to Jesus?
A Resurrection (51-56)

-When they arrived at the house Jesus only took James, John and Peter into the room
with the girl. These three men were Jesus’ inner circle. We see Jesus do the same thing at
other points, most notably the Transfiguration. Jesus and the 3 disciples enter the room of
the dead girl with Jairus and his wife. Jesus’ desire to keep the group small is likely linked
to His desire to keep the miracle on the down low. This was still early in Jesus’ ministry. He
was already being crushed by crowds. If word got out that He was raising people from the
dead, things could get out of hand. Or the religious leaders or Roman leaders could have
sought to do away with Him before the proper time. I am sure that the girl’s parents told
people. How do you not share that news?
-Before Jesus entered the room, He was confronted by a group of people wailing and
mourning. This was no doubt earnest but it was also cultural. In the first century, it was
customary to hire professional mourners. Jesus tells them to zip it. That’s a beautiful way
to think of what God’s Kingdom will look like—Jesus shutting the mouths of all the
mourners. I am sure the mourners were like What are you talking about? Why should we
be quiet? Jesus informs them that ‘the girl is not dead, only asleep.’

Jesus is not just being cute with language. This concept of death being sleep exists in light
of the resurrection. Jesus is about to display His power over death. But this power over
death will be extended to all who place their faith in Jesus. Jesus will use the same word
to refer to Lazarus before He raises him from the dead. Paul will refer to death as sleep for
all those who hope in Jesus. The people thought Jesus was a fool. They laughed at Him.
-The six people entered the room of the dead girl. Jesus took the girl tenderly by the hand
and told her to get up as if He was waking her from a nap. We get two immediate signs of
life. The girl’s spirit returns to her body and she stands up. And if you remember the
message from two weeks ago, I bet you can remember what Jesus does next. Jesus gets
her something to eat. Jesus is the Son of Man who comes eating and drinking. Jesus is
forever the host.
-Here is a painting called The Raising of Jairus’
Daughter from 1871 by some Russian painter
whose name I cannot pronounce (Vasilij
Dmitrievich Polenov).
Life Lessons
Love Is Paying Attention

-How does this interwoven story challenge us?
Philip Johnston, from the article I mentioned earlier, defines love as committed attending.
Another author contends the attention is the most basic form of love. I think this is spot
on. Love is expressed and received through our attention. What do you love? Show me
what you are most focused on. There is no denying that we feel loved when someone
truly sees us, when we are the center of their focused attention.
And the inverse is true. It feels so unloving when someone ignores us, especially when
they are more focused on their phone than on the person right in front of them. There is
even a term for that now – phubbing. I would say it this way: Love is paying attention.
Paying attention is not just showing up. That is the bare minimum. Paying attention is
giving someone our full attention. It is active presence.
-Our attention is one the most valuable things we possess. Everyone wants a piece of it.
It’s our most valuable commodity because it is a measure of our love. Psychologist Dr.
James Cordova says:
Attention is the basic food and water of a living and breathing relationship.
Attention is how we nurture and feed. Attention is what we need and crave.
Without attention, no relationship, no matter how strong, can survive for long.
The roots of connection simply shrink and whither. Attention is the most basic
form of love. Through it, we bless and are blessed.
Jesus Paid Attention to The People in His Path

-Another thing that challenges us from this interwoven story is that Jesus paid attention
to the people in his path. People mattered to Jesus. They were worthy of His attention.

This is why one of our values at New Hope is people. People matter to God so they should
matter to us. Love is paying attention to the people in our path.
-Are we paying attention to the people in our path? I am not advocating in-depth
interaction with every person in our path. That would not be tenable. But it is possible to
acknowledge, make eye contact and even smile at the people in our path.
Several years ago, researchers at Purdue University conducted a study. Two college aged
women walked the campus. When they encountered other people, they did one of three
things. They looked at them, they looked at them and smiled, or they looked past them.
Those pedestrians were then stopped by researchers who asked them, “Within the last
minute how disconnected do you feel from others?” The study revealed that people who
were seen felt more connected than those who had not been seen. The study revealed
that simple things like making eye contact and smiling at someone can be a big deal.
-I miss a ton of people in my path. I especially struggle to see people who interrupt my
day. I am Type A so I schedule out almost every hour of my week. But in pastoral ministry
we often get interruptions to our schedules. In life we often get interruptions to our
schedules. I confess that I see these interruptions as annoying and inconvenient and it
often blinds me to the people who are part of that interruption.
The disciples and Jairus and probably most people in the crowd that day saw the woman
as an interruption. But Jesus didn’t see her that way. She stopped Jesus dead in His tracks
because she was a person in His path. Henri Nouwen once said, “My whole life I have been
complaining that my work was constantly interrupted, until I discovered that my
interruptions were my work. Who are the people in your path? As followers of Jesus, we
should pay attention to the people in our path.
Jesus Paid Greatest Attention to The Invisible People in His Path

-But the challenge from this story goes further. Jesus paid greatest attention to the
invisible people in his path. The woman who touched Jesus’ robe was invisible to almost
everyone in her world. Author Ralph Ellison used that term in his 1952 National Book
Award winner, Invisible Man. It was about his experience about living as a man of color in
America. He felt invisible. Some people certainly experience invisibility more than others.
Age, skin color, disability, vocation and socio-economic status can all lead to being
invisible. We have all experienced feeling invisible. Think of a time when you felt invisible.
Not a time when you tried to be invisible— a time when you wanted to be seen and no
one saw you. I remember lunchroom moments in a new school when I was standing
awkwardly holding my tray hoping someone, anyone, would see me. Some people go
through a whole day, some people go through a whole month, without being seen. Some
people can’t even remember the last time someone saw them.
-Jesus paid greatest attention to the invisible people in his path. It would have made
perfect sense for Jesus to prioritize serving the needs of a leader of the synagogue. Jesus
was trying to launch His ministry. He had bills to pay and connections to make. Jairus was
an important dude. Jairus could have done a lot for Jesus’ ministry. The woman who
touched His robe could do nothing for His ministry and profile. In fact, to be connected

with that woman would have hurt Jesus’ ministry and reputation. Here is the great
reversal. Jesus is turning everything inside-out and upside-down. Jesus made the
powerful man wait while He cared for the invisible person first. I love how Luke described
it. Luke takes us into the mind of the woman after Jesus asked Who touched me? He
writes: seeing she could not go unnoticed. (Luke 8:47b)
-It is a tremendous gift to other people to say with our full selves, I see you. Jesus knew
this. There were a ton of invisible people in Jesus’ day. No one was invisible to Jesus.
Jesus didn’t phub anyone. Regularly in the gospels we are told Jesus saw people, really
saw people—especially the invisible. Jesus spent most of His ministry life giving His
attention to people who were invisible to everyone else – the lepers, the demon
possessed, tax collectors, women, children, the blind, the lame, the Samaritans and the
bleeding woman. This is why He stopped. This is why He sought out the bleeding woman.
He didn’t just want her to be healed. He wanted to see her because she had been invisible
for so long.
-A lot of us may feel we do a really good job of paying attention to people because we
pay attention to the people we plan to see or we have to see. But do we pay attention to
the invisible people in our path? How many people in our paths each day are invisible? I
am betting it is more people than we care to admit.
From age 16-26 I worked in the service industry. I worked at Safeway. I worked at Burger
King. I waited tables for many years at Ponderosa Steakhouse. I don’t think they even
exist anymore but it was a place to buy a cheap steak with a free buffet. It wasn’t exactly
fine dining. Throughout most of those years I was invisible when I was working. People
barely noticed I was there except when I did
something wrong. And sadly, Christians were
some of the worst at paying attention. I would
regularly get tips that consisted of a Christian
tract and random change. I kid you not. That is
why I do my best to make sure every waiter, gas
station attendant, cashier, delivery person, etc. is
fully seen. My wife Corrie had this great idea to
put a basket outside our front door with snacks
and drinks and a word of thanks for delivery
people.
-Dr. Wesselman is an expert in social exclusion. He says that routine invisibility can lead to
feelings of low self-worth, alienation and depression. If invisibility is chronic, it can become
an existential threat and people can begin to feel like life is meaningless. People matter to
God. All people matter to God, especially those who are invisible. As followers of Jesus,
we should not only pay attention to people in our path but we should pay greatest
attention to the invisible people in our path.
-Gandhi once said, “The true measure of any society can be found in how it treats its most
vulnerable [or invisible] members.” I think the same can be said for followers of Jesus. The

true measure of discipleship and Christlikeness can be found in how we treat the most
invisible people in our path. It is nothing special to see the important people in our path.
But to see the invisible people in our path is a sign of Christlikeness. Our hope and prayer
is that no one would be invisible in our church. I think that would be awesome if our
church was known as the church where it was impossible to go unnoticed.
-The early church
understood this interwoven
story to epitomize the heart
of God. This scene was
found depicted on the
catacomb walls where the
early Christians hid from
persecution. It was carved
on the front side of sarcophagus (AD 375-400).
Early church father Eusebius (U-see-bee-us) claims to have visited
the home of the woman Jesus healed in Caesarea Philippi. He
discovered a statue outside her home depicting the scene. The locals referred to her as
Veronica which means true image. This woman reminded the early church that people, all
people, matter to God, especially the most vulnerable. All people are made in the image of
God. That is why as followers of Jesus we must pay attention to the people in our path,
especially the invisible people.
Closing
Jesus Is the Only One Who Can Bring Dead People Back to Life.

-Luke and other gospels writers weave together two stories into one story. It is a story
about a sick woman and a dead girl. It is a story two women who are experiencing death.
The woman is experiencing a living death—she is cut off from social, physical and spiritual
life. The girl is experiencing physical death. Both have exhausted all their options for life.
The woman has seen every doctor in town, traveled to see specialists, and burned through
her last dollar. We can assume the girl’s powerful father did the same. As a key spiritual
leader in the city, he had also prayed every prayer he knew.
-Both the woman and the girl’s dad came to the same conclusion—Jesus is the only one
who can bring dead people back to life. They both so deeply believe in Jesus’ power to
heal and bring life that they fell on their knees in desperation. They were out of options
and Jesus was all they had left.
-Jesus’ disciples and the others that made up the crowd that day had a different response.
We can confidentially assume that the disciples and the crowd were annoyed that the
woman’s desperate actions stopped Jesus in His tracks. The woman was a needless
distraction. I am sure many rolled their eyes at her unorthodox and unholy behavior. They
didn’t understand the breadth and depth of Jesus’ commitment to bring life to all people,
even an unclean ostracized woman.

-And do you remember the crowd’s response to Jesus’ proclamation that the dead girl
was only sleeping? They laughed at him. It isn’t the only time in Scripture that people
laughed at God’s power to bring life. Sarah laughed when the angel told her that she
would bear the promised son in her old age. In Acts 17 when Paul is preaching on Mars
Hill in Athens about Jesus rising from the dead, we are told that some of the people
laughed at him.
-This interwoven story presents us with a decision. Will we laugh at Jesus’ offer to bring
us back to life? Or will we fall on our knees in desperation? If we choose to laugh at
Jesus, I promise that you will not be laughing for very long. That is because death does
not have the final word. Jesus has the final word.
-The woman and the girl in our story needed a miracle. We all need a miracle. Some of us
might be experiencing some sort of living death today. This story reminds us that Jesus is
the only one who can bring dead people back to life.
Look to Jesus for life. Trust in what He has done for us and what He freely offers. Fall to
your knees before Him. Dive for His robe. All of us will experience physical death in short
order. Some of us are closer than others, but life flies by. We can take comfort in the
reality that Jesus is the only one who can bring dead people back to life. We will all die,
but we will not all stay dead. If we put our faith in Jesus then death becomes a doorway
to life. I hope and pray that is enough to grab your attention. Let’s pray.
Benediction

-Brothers and sisters, we do not want you to be uninformed about those who
sleep in death, so that you do not grieve like the rest of mankind, who have no
hope. For we believe that Jesus died and rose again, and so we believe that
God will bring with Jesus those who have fallen asleep in him.
According to the Lord’s word, we tell you that we who are still alive, who are
left until the coming of the Lord, will certainly not precede those who have
fallen asleep. For the Lord himself will come down from heaven, with a loud
command, with the voice of the archangel and with the trumpet call of
God, and the dead in Christ will rise first.
After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with
them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will be with the
Lord forever. Therefore encourage one another with these words.
(1 Thessalonians 4:13-18)

